LADIES' HOME JOURNAL. The Ladies' home journal, Philadelphia, Pa. Vol. ix., no. 10. September, 1899. [Contains an illustrated article “Le beau livre philatélique.”]


LADIES' HOME JOURNAL. The Ladies' home journal. No. 579, January 31, 1863. [Contains an article “Notices of the Anti-Corn Alliance.”]


L'ESTRANGE Ewen's Weekly Circular. Ewen's Weekly Circular. Norwood, London, S.E., Bournemouth [printed], 1899. 4°. 18 in. and fol. 18 in. Nos. 1-77, Oct. 16, 1897-June 3, 1899. * * * Nos. 1-43 are quarto and the remaining numbers are folio. There is a supplement of four pages to no. 25 and there are two distinct editions of no. 72. One of these has below the heading on page 1: “Notice. The five labels attached should be returned to me with name and address, and will entitle the reader to the ‘Weekly circular’ for five weeks from date . . . and beneath this is a row of five green labels, after the design of the railway letter fee stamps of Great Britain. The other edition is minus this notice and has no labels attached. [Continued as:]

LEVÉLSÉLVELGYŰ JÚTOK LAPJA. Levélbelyeggyüj- tött Lapja—Ungarisohes Briefmarken-Offenblatt. Budapest, Sárkány és Fekete, 1901. Fol. 18 in. No. 1, July 1, 1901. * * * Printed on green paper and the contents consist entirely of advertisements. Miss. St. Jour. 198 (9).


LIEZTOWS FLIEGENEDE BLATTER. See Fliegende Blätter.